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peculiarly susceptible to poisoned air, and its conduct often
indicates the proximity of fatal gases. May one assume that
hotel canaries perform a similar office in the dining-room ?
I always liked to think so, to see the waiters serving with a
wary eye upon the cage. The canary droops: a waiter edges
near the window. As it falls from the perch unconscious, he
flings the window wide. Extravagant ? Then I should like
to see a rational explanation.
Upstairs the interest is slightly thinner.    Yet it is from
the upper regions that the American hotel derives its true
character.   For upstairs it grows impersonal.   A dreadful
solitude pervades it from the movement that you leave the
cheerful society of the elevator.   Here is no chambermaid to
bear you company among her cans, no valet among some-
one else's trousers.   For, by a system that is efficient but a
shade unsociable, these services are centralised—your water
in the plumbing of your taps and your valeting in a tailor's
department somewhere out of sight. For that, and for all else,
you have recourse to your room telephone.   It will bring you
meals, letters, newspapers, pressed clothes, and washing.
That black orifice becomes your only peep-hole on the living
world.   No maid will bob in with hot water, no man with
" Everything all right, sir ? "   You may not see a soul up-
stairs for days, except when a half-open door reveals a
travelling salesman seated languidly among rows and rows
of ladies' shoes.   (To the unaccustomed eye there is always
something a little odd in those discreet displays of samples
ranged along the walls of hotel bedrooms; and I never quite
recovered from coming suddenly on an array of hats for
coloured ladies, who appeared to like their hats more
coloured still.)   But, apart from these diversions, you will
see no signs of life except the bell-boys whom your telephone
evokes (at a trifling charge) from thelowerregions. Sometimes,
indeed, you are denied the infrequent consolation of a human
face by a device that seems to typify in a supreme degree
the slightly inhuman tone of the American hotel.   It bears
the impressive (and not unromantic) name of " Servidor,"

